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Current issues in non-inferiority trials‡

Thomas R. Fleming∗,†

University of Washington, Seattle, WA, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Non-inferiority (NI) trials enable a direct comparison of the relative benefit-to-risk profiles of an experi-
mental intervention and a standard-of-care regimen. When the standard has clinical efficacy of substantial
magnitude that is precisely estimated ideally using data from multiple adequate and well-controlled trials,
with such estimates being relevant to the setting of the NI trial, then the NI trial can provide the scien-
tific and regulatory evidence required to reliably assess the efficacy of the new intervention. In clinical
practice, considerable uncertainty remains regarding when such trials should be conducted, how they
should be designed, what standards for quality of trial conduct must be achieved, and how results should
be interpreted. Recent examples will be considered to provide important insights and to highlight some
of the challenges that remain to be adequately addressed regarding the use of the NI approach for the
evaluation of new interventions. ‘Imputed placebo’ and ‘margin’-based approaches to NI trial design will
be considered, as well as the risk of ‘bio-creep’ with repeated NI trials, use of NI trials when determining
whether excess safety risks can be ruled out, higher standards regarding quality of study conduct required
with NI trials, and the myth that NI trials always require huge sample sizes. Copyright q 2007 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many areas of clinical practice, interventions have been shown through well-controlled clinical
trials to provide a favourable benefit-to-risk profile and have become standard-of-care options. Fre-
quently, experimental therapeutic or prevention strategies (EXP) are proposed where the intention
is that the EXP will reduce the side effects or improve the cost or convenience of this standard
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regimen (STD). While the EXP would provide useful advantages if these intentions can be achieved,
it will be necessary to establish that the therapeutic efficacy of the EXP is not unacceptably worse
than that of the STD.

Clinical studies designed to rule out that the efficacy of the EXP is unacceptably worse than
that of STD have been called equivalence trials or, more recently, non-inferiority (NI) trials, and
involve a direct randomization between these two regimens. Such trials not only provide this direct
comparison, but also can provide evidence of interest to the scientific and regulatory community
regarding whether the EXP is truly effective (i.e. superior to placebo). While studying the relative
benefit-to-risk profiles may be sufficient when comparing two known effective agents, the additional
objective of assessing efficacy is also essential when evaluating an unproven EXP regimen. The
principal interest in this article will be in this setting where efficacy of EXP is unproven. While
a placebo controlled trial would provide a more direct assessment of efficacy, randomization to
placebo may not be ethical in settings where the STD has been established to provide clinically
and statistically significant effects on measures of serious morbidity or mortality.

In active control NI trials in which participants are randomized to either EXP or STD, there
are three conditions on STD that would allow the trial to provide a reliable assessment of efficacy
of EXP. The STD should have clinical efficacy: (i) that is of substantial magnitude; (ii) that is
precisely estimated; and (iii) with estimates that are relevant to the setting in which the NI trial
is being conducted. Preferably, this evidence on the efficacy of STD is provided by multiple
well-controlled trials. As stated in the International Conference on Harmonization (ICH-E9) [1]:
A suitable active comparator could be a widely used therapy whose efficacy in the relevant
indication has been clearly established and quantified in well-designed and well documented
superiority trials and which can be reliably expected to have similar efficacy in the contem-
plated active control trial.

The most important challenge in the design of NI trials is reliably justifying this third criterion
that the estimate of efficacy of STD obtained from previous clinical trials provides a reliable estimate
of the true efficacy of STD in the setting of the NI trial [2–6]. This criterion is often called the
‘constancy assumption’. To illustrate its importance, suppose the antibiotic agent vancomycin, the
STD, has been established to provide a large improvement, compared to no treatment, in cure
rate in patients with various infections. However, suppose that a high prevalence of vancomycin-
resistant enterococci (VRE) has developed following many years use. If the NI trial comparing an
experimental antibiotic (EXP) with vancomycin is conducted in a patient population where VRE is
prevalent, a biased estimate of the efficacy of EXP would be obtained if the constancy assumption
is falsely presumed to hold in the NI study. In such settings, one might falsely judge that EXP and
STD are equally effective when truly they are equally ineffective regimens in participants having
VRE. If equally ineffective, neither intervention should be used in such patients.

The validity of the constancy assumption usually cannot be fully established, and is impacted
by whether the design of the NI trial is similar to those upon which the effect of STD is estimated.
Even in a disease where the effect of the STD has remained constant over time, the effect of
STD may vary across trials due to between-trial differences in patient characteristics, in use of
supportive care, in dose, schedule and level of adherence, and in the definition of trial endpoints.
NI trials have a reliance on historical evidence that renders results from these trials to be inherently
at much higher risk for bias relative to data from adequate and well-controlled superiority trials.

For diseases inducing serious morbidity or mortality, if there are standard interventions that have
large and reproducible effects, NI trial designs can be a useful methodology. On the other hand,
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for diseases that are likely self-resolving and where treatment effects are small or not reproducible,
such as the acute otitis media and acute bacterial sinusitis disease settings, use of NI trials is
more difficult to justify. It is also in these latter situations where ethical concerns with conduct of
placebo controlled trials are the least since the risk of serious morbidity or mortality in the placebo
group are the least.

While much has been written about NI trials [3–13], considerable uncertainty remains in clinical
practice regarding when such trials should be conducted, how they should be designed, what
standards for quality of trial conduct must be achieved, and how results should be interpreted.
Recent examples will be considered to provide important insights and to highlight some of the
challenges that remain to be adequately addressed regarding the use of the NI approach to the
evaluation of new interventions.

2. SOME NI TRIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The ‘imputed placebo’ approach to NI trial design will be considered initially, with greater attention
then given to the approach based on ‘setting a margin’.

2.1. Imputed placebo approach

For the imputed placebo approach, it is assumed that one would like to use evidence from an NI
trial to estimate the efficacy of EXP relative to placebo. For illustration, consider patients with acute
coronary syndrome where hirudin was studied as an alternative agent to heparin. There is interest in
estimating the odds ratio (OR) of cardiovascular (CV) death or new myocardial infarction (MI) by
day 7 for patients with acute coronary syndrome receiving hirudin versus placebo. A conceptually
straightforward approach would be to estimate this OR by the product of two ORs, that for hirudin
(EXP) relative to heparin (STD), estimated using data in Figure 1 from the ‘OASIS II’ NI trial
[14], and that for STD relative to placebo, where estimates of the latter OR would be obtained
from trials in Figure 1 evaluating efficacy of STD [11]. This has been called the ‘imputed placebo’
approach and is discussed in more detail in the Appendix.

In Figure 1, the EXP-to-STD odds ratio (i.e. OR= 0.84) is favourable, although EXP provided
increased risk of major bleeds and stroke. (Such risks lead to a need for increased rigour in ensuring
that the EXP provides favourable effects on the risk of CV death and MI.) For estimation of the OR
for STD to placebo, the sponsor provided six trials that were reviewed on 2 May 2000 at the 90th
meeting of the FDA Cardio-renal Advisory Committee [15]. Some important issues arise. First,
even though trial nos. 2–6 were very small, curiously all five provided OR estimates that were
less than unity, raising concerns about potential publication bias and illustrating the importance
of ensuring that the search for evidence about the efficacy of STD should not be limited to the
published literature. Second, trial no. 1 providing 2

3 of all events from the six historical trials has a
surprisingly high event rate (i.e. 82

285 = 29 per cent). One faces a dilemma regarding whether data
from trial no. 1 should be included in the estimation of the effect of heparin, the STD. Excluding
that trial compromises the principle that the efficacy of STD needs to be precisely estimated.
Including it violates the principle that the efficacy of the STD needs to be assessed in settings
similar to that in the OASIS II NI trial in order to achieve validity of the constancy assumption.

Such dilemmas can create important risk to the integrity of a NI trial. Given that there is not a
clear answer as to whether trial no. 1 should be included, it allows the decision about inclusion
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Non-Inferiority Trial Illustration

Hirudin (EXP) vs Heparin (STD)
in Acute Coronary Syndrome

(Primary endpoint: “CV death / new MI”, by day 7)

OASIS II CV death/MI Major Bleeds Stroke
Hirudin 178/5045 (3.5%) 60 1.2% 35 0.7%
Heparin 211/5033 (4.2%) 37 0.7% 15 0.3%

OR= .84 

Six Heparin Trials #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
Aspirin+Heparin 42/154 2/122 3/210 0/37 4/105 4/70
Aspirin 40/131 4/121 7/189 1/32 9/109 7/73

OR .85 .49 .38 .44 .58

- All six heparin trials are small
- All OR < 1, in small samples, (literature search bias?)
- Most events are from trial #1; #1 has a 29% event rate!

−

Figure 1. Estimating the efficacy of hirudin using evidence from the NI ‘OASIS II’ trial and from six
historical trials evaluating efficacy of heparin. ‘OR’ refers to the odds ratio.

to be influenced by whether the trial provides a favourable estimate of the effect of heparin. Such
data-driven selection processes induce the risk of serious bias.

2.2. Need for objective choice of evidence in estimating the efficacy of the STD regimen

The importance of need for objectivity in the choice of evidence to be used to estimate the efficacy
of the STD regimen is illustrated further in Figure 2. In previously treated non-small cell lung
cancer patients, the hazard ratio, often called the relative risk (RR), for death rate for patients
receiving pemetrexed (EXP) versus placebo can be estimated by a product of two terms: the RR
for pemetrexed relative to docetaxel (STD) estimated to be 0.992 using the ‘JMEI’ NI trial [16],
and the RR for STD relative to placebo using data from the TAX 317 and TAX 320 trials [17, 18].
Given that the pemetrexed versus docetaxel RR is near unity, whether pemetrexed is estimated
to have a favourable effect depends entirely on whether one can justify docetaxel to be strongly
beneficial in this setting. Together, the TAX 317 and 320 trials evaluated docetaxel in nearly 600
patients through four pairwise comparisons with control regimens. The designer/sponsor of JMEI
chose to exclude three of these pairwise comparisons, excluding 5

6 of the patients, basing their
estimate of docetaxel’s efficacy solely on the 75 mg versus control results from TAX 317. These
exclusions were done presumably because only the 75 mg dose of docetaxel was used in the NI
trial and because use of vinorelbine and ifosfamide in the control arm of the TAX 320 trial may
have resulted in an underestimate of the effect of docetaxel (although data are not available to
establish positive effects of these drugs in this setting). An alternative view point regarding the
exclusion of 5

6 of the docetaxel data is that the designer/sponsor of JMEI knew that inclusion of
those patients would result in substantially less impressive estimates for the effect of pemetrexed.

Suppose the choice of the control regimen in an NI trial and, more importantly, the corresponding
choice of the data sets to estimate the effect of the STD are made by the designer or sponsor of
an NI trial who knows the results of the historical trials evaluating STD (such as the TAX 317
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Illustration: Achieving Scientific Objectivity in

Selecting Trials to Estimate Efficacy of STD

Pemetrexed (EXP) vs Docetaxel (STD)
in 2nd Line NSCLC patients

(Primary endpoint: “Overall Survival”)

JMEI Trial Deaths/N Median Survival
Pemetrexed 206 / 283 8.3 mo
Docetaxel (75mg/m2) 203 / 288 7.9 mo

RR = 0.99 (0.82, 1.20)

Docetaxel Trials TAX 317 TAX 320
N Surv N Surv Deaths/N Med Surv

Docetaxel 100(mg/m2) 49 6.0 mo 97/ 125 5.7 mo
Docetaxel 75(mg/m2)

4.7 mo
8.0 mo

49
55 104/ 125 5.5 mo

Best Supportive Care* 51 5.0 mo 110/ 123 5.6 mo
RR 0.95 RR = 0.56

* vinorelbine
or ifosfamide*analgesics, radiotherapy

− −
− −

Figure 2. Estimating the efficacy of pemetrexed using evidence from the NI ‘JMEI’ trial
and from the TAX 317 and 320 trials evaluating docetaxel. ‘RR’ refers to the relative

risk, which is also called the hazard ratio.

and 320 trials). When this knowledge can be used to guide these choices, it is likely substantial
bias will be introduced in the estimate of the effect of STD, and hence of EXP.

With any NI design approach, risk of bias in the estimate of the effect of STD must be addressed,
whether the bias would be due to lack of objectivity in the choice of evidence to estimate the
efficacy of STD or to other issues that would compromise the validity of the constancy assumption.

A criticism that is specific to the imputed placebo approach discussed in Section 2.1 is that it
might not be answering the clinically most relevant question in those settings where an NI trial is
necessary. Certainly, a placebo controlled trial would provide the most direct, efficient and reliable
approach for estimating the efficacy of EXP relative to placebo. An NI trial is only necessary when
the effect of STD is sufficiently substantial on an endpoint of serious morbidity or mortality that
one cannot expose patients to a placebo. In that setting, to be of interest, typically EXP not only
would need to be better than placebo but also would need to have an acceptable benefit-to-risk
profile relative to that of STD. This can be addressed by obtaining evidence to rule out that efficacy
of EXP is unacceptably worse than that on STD, motivating the ‘setting the margin’ approach to
the design of NI trials.

2.3. Setting the margin approach

In design of NI trials, the approach involving ‘setting a margin’ is probably the one most frequently
implemented [2]. With this approach, a conclusion of NI is achieved by ruling out that efficacy
on EXP is worse than that on STD by an amount �, called the margin. In general, � should be
chosen to allow the conclusion that EXP preserves a meaningful amount (say, for example, at
least one-half) of the effect of STD. Achieving this would allow two important conclusions: first,
the use of EXP rather than STD would not result in a clinically unacceptable loss of efficacy
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when taking into account the totality of information about these two regimens and, second, EXP
is effective (i.e. superior to placebo). Information from previous trials regarding the effect of STD
is incorporated into this NI design approach through the formulation of �.

Again, it will be informative to consider recent experiences for insights into the method and
challenges that must be addressed. The ‘REPLACE 2’ NI trial [19] was conducted in nearly 6000
patients to estimate the OR of death, MI or urgent revascularization (UR) by day 30 in the setting
of percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) for patients receiving bivalirudin (EXP) versus glyco-
protein IIb/IIIa inhibitor (STD). While an NI assessment was motivated by bivalirudin’s ability to
induce a lower rate of major bleeds, the REPLACE 2 trial (see Figure 3) revealed that EXP has a
9 per cent relative increase in the odds of death/MI/UR when compared to STD, largely due to
allowing a higher rate of MIs. The upper limit of the 95 per cent confidence interval indicated
that it could not be ruled out that EXP allows a 32 per cent relative increase in the odds of
death/MI/UR.

In REPLACE 2, if � is chosen to ensure that EXP preserves at least 1
2 the effect of STD, one

needs reliable information regarding the STD effect. The EPISTENT and ESPIRIT trials can be
used to estimate the effect of the STD, glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor [20, 21], in the PCI setting.
As seen in Figure 3, STD provides an estimated 45 per cent relative reduction in the odds of
death/MI/UR, with 240 patients having the primary endpoint collectively in the two trials, in turn
yielding moderate precision in the estimate of efficacy of STD. Figure 4 reflects the estimated ORs
for death/MI/UR on bivalirudin and placebo, relative to the STD, glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor.
Hence, by the results in Figure 3, we see that placebo (i.e. heparin alone) has an estimated OR
1.82 relative to STD, with 95 per cent confidence interval (1.40, 2.32).

When specifying the margin, �, adjustment must be made for the variability in the estimate of
STD effect. If one were to adjust for this variability as well as the need to ensure that EXP preserves

Illustration: Setting the Margin

Bivalirudin (EXP) vs Gp IIb/IIIa Inhibitor (STD)
in Percutaneous Coronary Intervention

(Primary endpoint: “Death / MI / UR” by day 30)

REPLACE 2 Death/MI/UR Major Bleeds

Bivalirudin 227/2975 (7.6%) 2.4%
Gp IIb/IIIa 211/2990 (7.1%) 4.1%

OR = 1.09  (0.90, 1.32)

EPISTENT & ESPRIT Trials Death/MI/UR

Heparin+Gp IIa/IIIa Total events:
Heparin 240

(H + Gp / H) OR =  0.55

(H / H + Gp) OR = 1.82 95% CI: (1.40, 2.32)

95% CI: (0.43, 0.71)

Figure 3. Estimating the efficacy of bivalirudin using evidence from the NI ‘REPLACE 2’ trial and from
the ‘EPISTENT’ and ‘ESPRIT’ trials evaluating the effect of the STD intervention, glycoprotein IIb/IIIa

inhibitor. ‘MI’ denotes myocardial infarction; ‘UR’ denotes urgent revascularization.
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“Death/MI/Urgent Revascularization” Events

1.0 1.19 1.40 1.82 2.32

Alt Regimen better 

Alternative Regimen compared with IIb/IIIa

IIb/IIIa better

Odds Ratio
(Alt / IIb/IIIa)

Placebo / IIb/IIIa
(EPISTENT & ESPRIT)

Margin for
preserving 50% of
llb/llla benefit

Margin for ruling out placebo

Bivalirudin / IIb/IIIa
(REPLACE 2)

Figure 4. A graphical illustration of formulating the ‘margin’, �, with implementation of this NI trial
approach in evaluation of bivalirudin in PCI. ‘IIb/IIIa’ refers to glycoprotein IIb/IIIa Inhibitor.

at least 1
2 of the effect of STD then, using inequality (A6) in the Appendix, the margin would

be given by � = 1.30. However, choosing a margin that does not make an additional adjustment
to take into account the uncertainty of the validity of the constancy assumption would result in
an NI trial whose validity would be as suspect as an NI analysis based on ‘the imputed placebo’
approach. Such approaches allow substantially increased risk of false-positive conclusions as noted
in ICH-E10 [2]:
The determination of the margin in a non-inferiority trial is based on both statistical reasoning
and clinical judgment, and should reflect uncertainties in the evidence on which the choice
is based, and should be suitably conservative.

Confidence in the validity of the constancy assumption (i.e. that an unbiased estimate of the
effect of glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor in REPLACE 2 is provided by estimates from EPISTENT
and ESPRIT) is weakened by differences in these two settings: (i) in patient characteristics (with
REPLACE 2 having more low-risk patients, a potential effect modifier); (ii) in use of supportive
care (with higher doses of heparin in REPLACE 2, or such as use of clopidogrel); (iii) in dose,
schedule and level of adherence; and (iv) in efficacy and safety endpoints (with REPLACE 2
requiring only a single CK-MB elevation in the definition of MI, with UR events counted for
any rather than just target vessels, and with a 3 g/Dl rather than 5 g/Dl decrease in haemoglobin
counted as a major bleed event, leading to an increase in the rates of such events).

To address the uncertainty regarding the validity of the constancy assumption, the CBER at
FDA introduced the ‘95–95’ method for formulating the margin [22]. As illustrated in Figure 4,
the lower limit of the 95 per cent confidence interval of the OR for placebo to STD (i.e. 1.40), is
used to identify the position of placebo relative to STD. This lower limit is used to simultaneously
address the variability in the estimate of the effect of STD as well as to adjust for the uncertainty
regarding the validity of the constancy assumption. Then, to ensure that the EXP preserves at least
half the effect of STD, the margin would be set to be 1.19= √

1.40 (i.e. the margin is the midpoint
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between 1.0 and 1.4 on a log scale rather than linear scale since the primary parameter estimated,
as noted in the Appendix, is the logarithm of OR).

Before finalizing the selection of 1.19 as the margin in this setting, one must also be able to justify
that up to a 19 per cent relative increase in the odds of death/MI/UR would be clinically acceptable
when assessed in the context of overall properties of EXP and STD. These overall properties not
only include the pre-specified primary endpoint that receives particularly strong weight, but also
additional measures of efficacy, safety, convenience of administration and possibly even cost. We
see from Figure 3, per 100 person years, that EXP would have approximately 1.7 fewer major
bleeds, but the 19 per cent relative increase in the odds of the primary endpoint would represent
approximately 1.25 additional MIs (since the difference between EXP and STD is predominantly
in MI rather than death or UR components of the REPLACE 2 composite primary endpoint).
Given that MI events represent irreversible morbidity, these considerations further motivate that
the margin should not exceed approximately 1.19.

Now that the margin is formulated (done before the REPLACE 2 NI trial is initiated), the NI
assessment can be conducted. Given that the upper 95 per cent confidence limit for the EXP-
to-STD OR from REPLACE 2 is 1.32 (see Figure 4) this trial would not establish non-inferiority
of bivalirudin relative to the glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor when using the NI margin of 1.19.

3. SOME SELECTED ISSUES

Several additional issues deserve consideration in design, conduct and analysis of NI trials. Among
these are whether very large sample sizes are inevitable in NI trials having rigorous margins, the
risk of ‘bio-creep’ with repeated NI trials, use of NI trials when determining whether excess safety
risks can be ruled out, and higher standards that are required regarding quality of study conduct
when conducting NI trials.

3.1. Sample sizes in NI trials

A widely held myth is that NI trials having scientifically rigorous margins always require very
large sample sizes. This myth was stated by some industry representatives at the 19 February 2002
meeting of the FDA Anti-Infective Drugs Advisory Committee [23], held to consider the FDA’s
proposal to reduce the margins used in many NI trials conducted in this setting.

This myth is challenged by the illustration in Figure 5 relating to the evaluation of the effect of
antibiotics on cure rate in settings such as community or hospital-acquired pneumonia. Traditionally,
when randomizing between experimental and standard antibiotic regimens in such settings, trials
have assessed endpoints such as cure rate and have had a total of 300–400 patients. In Figure 5,
the difference in EXP and STD cure rates are plotted and four scenarios are considered. In each
scenario, assume that the STD antibiotic regimen provides an 80 per cent cure rate. In the first,
where the intention is to establish superiority of EXP relative to STD, if in truth EXP provides
a 12 per cent higher cure rate, then 340 patients would provide 90 per cent power to rule out
equality at the traditional one-sided 0.025 false-positive error rate. While such a result would be
impressive, it would be uncommon to find such potent new antibiotics. In scenario no. 2, where
the intention is to establish NI by ruling out that the cure rate on EXP is at least 15 per cent
lower than that on STD, this could be achieved with 90 per cent power with only 300 patients
when the true cure rates on EXP and STD are equal. This ability to have a high probability of
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Probability of a Positive Trial
as a function of true EXP – STD Cure Rate

.025 .90

–15   –10     –5 0 5   7.3 10 12

Scenario #1

Scenario #2

Scenario #3

Scenario #4

(Superiority) 2N = 340

*

.025  .18 .90

–15 –10 –5.9 0 5 10

(  =15%) 2N = 300 Evaluable pts

Evaluable pts

.025     .90

–10 –3.9 0 5 10

( =10%)  2N = 672 Evaluable pts

*

.025 .70 .90

–15 –10 –5 –2.1 0 3 5  10

(Non-Inferiority;

Non-Inferiority;

Non-Inferiority;

=10%)   2N = 374  Evaluable pts

*

*

δ

δ

δ

Figure 5. In the antibiotic setting, an illustration, use of rigorous NI margins does
not require prohibitively large sample sizes. Each ∗ denotes the least favourable point

estimate that yields a positive result in that setting.

achieving a ‘positive’ result in relatively small trials led many industry sponsors to advocate the
use of a large 15 per cent margin. Unfortunately, using such a large margin results in having an 18
per cent probability of ‘establishing NI’ even when EXP truly has a 10 per cent lower cure rate
than STD, where a 10 per cent lower cure rate would correspond to a clinically important relative
50 per cent increase in the non-cure rate on EXP versus STD. Rectifying this by using the smaller
10 per cent NI margin in scenario no. 3, as proposed by FDA, in turn would lead to doubling
in sample size. However, if the true cure rate is only slightly (i.e. 3 per cent) better on EXP
than on STD, as illustrated in scenario no. 4, then one can still use a rigorous 10 per cent NI
margin without requiring large increases in sample size. To be specific, when the cure rate on
EXP is in truth only 3 per cent better than that on STD, a trial with 374 patients would have
90 per cent power to rule out that the EXP cure rate is 10 per cent worse.

These scenarios point out a common flaw in reasoning that the EXP must either be truly much
better than STD, such that superiority can be assessed as in scenario no. 1, or be truly the same
as STD, as in scenario nos. 2 and 3. In fact, none of these might be the truth. The EXP might
provide a small improvement relative to STD. In scenario no. 4, with a typical sample size, one
can rule out a rigorous NI margin with 90 per cent power if EXP in truth provides a small
3 per cent increase in cure rate, and 70 per cent power even if EXP and STD in truth have the
same cure rate. From a public health perspective, this means that there is a low risk of missing an
antibiotic that is at least slightly better than the standard.

3.2. Bio-creep with repeated NI trials

In Figure 5, the asterisks represent the least favourable point estimates that would allow one to
rule out the null hypothesis being tested in that scenario. When a large NI margin is used, as in
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Scenario no. 2, a ‘positive’ result would be obtained even with the substantially unfavourable point
estimate that EXP has an absolute (not relative) 5.9 per cent lower cure rate. Such an approach
provides a substantial risk that after two or three generations of NI trials have been conducted
in a given clinical setting, ineffective interventions would be allowed into the market place. This
outcome resulting from use of non-rigorous margins has been called ‘bio-creep’.

Consider, for illustration, the setting of empiric use of anti-fungal therapy of febrile neutropenic
patients. The first generation therapy, amphotericin B deoxycholate, was approved for use in the
1970s based on trials by Pizzo and EORTC that had less than 100 patients [24, 25] and did not
provide reliable evidence for benefit. The second generation anti-fungal, liposomal amphotericin
B, was compared with amphotericin B deoxycholate in an NI trial that showed both regimens
provided a 49 per cent success rate, where failure was occurrence of death, breakthrough fungal
infection, or persistent fever [26]. The third generation anti-fungal, voriconazole, was compared
with liposomal amphotericin B in an NI trial where voriconazole had a lower success rate (23.7
versus 30.1 per cent, 95 per cent confidence interval for the difference: −12 per cent, −0.1 per cent)
[27]. The interpretation of these results was further complicated by the fact that the definition of
persistent fever differed between the two NI trials, resulting in substantially different success rates
on liposomal amphotericin B across the trials. On 4 October 2001, the FDA Anti-viral Advisory
Committee concluded that these data failed to provide adequate evidence to establish favourable
efficacy for voriconazole. However, if voriconazole had been approved based on the use of more
lenient 15 or 20 per cent margins, an ineffective or meaningfully less effective fourth generation
anti-fungal treatment readily could satisfy an efficacy criterion if compared with voriconazole in an
NI trial using such lenient margins. Voriconazole and later generation anti-fungal treatments that
could be much less effective than earlier generation agents could be approved for use if evaluated
in NI trials using non-rigorous margins.

Recently, it has been proposed to further modify the definition of fever resolution for future
trials conducted in this clinical area [28]. While these modifications may result in a more clinically
meaningful endpoint, using a new endpoint to evaluate the next generation anti-fungal treatment
would require the use of a superiority trial due to constancy assumption issues.

The hazards of bio-creep are broadly apparent in anti-infective settings such as acute otitis
media, acute exacerbation of chronic bronchitis, and acute bacterial sinusitis, where generations of
NI trials have been performed leading to FDA approval of more than a dozen antibiotics in each of
these three settings [29, 30]. Such practice, unfortunately, has enabled widespread use of antibiotics
that may not be providing true clinical benefit to patients in those settings, yet may be inducing
safety risks and development of resistance such that these antibiotics will lose effectiveness in
clinical settings where they truly would have been helpful.

3.3. Use of NI trials in evaluating safety risks

NI trials provide a useful approach when evaluating whether unacceptable safety risks can be ruled
out for an intervention established to be effective in earlier trials, yet where those trials suggest
a safety signal which could substantially alter the benefit-to-risk profile of the intervention. For
illustration, in the setting of rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis, clinical trials have established
that celecoxib, a Cox-2 inhibitor, provides favourable analgesic effects. However, studies have raised
concerns about adverse effects of Cox-2 inhibitors on the rate of CV death, MI and stroke. The
recently designed Precision Trial will assess whether one can rule out the hypothesis that celecoxib
(relative to naproxen) induces at least a 33 per cent increase in the rate of ‘CV death/MI/stroke’.
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“CV Death / MI /Stroke” Events

0.84 1.00 1.12 1.19 1.333

Celecoxib better

Celecoxib compared with Naproxen

Naproxen better

Hazard Ratio (Celecoxib / Naproxen)
Based on analysis at L=508 Events

A

B

C

D

CEL: superior

CEL: ruling out
unacceptably worse

CEL: neither ruling out to be
unacceptably worse,

nor establishing as inferior

CEL:  inferior

E

Figure 6. Interpreting outcomes in the ‘Precision’ NI trial, conducted to assess whether unacceptable
safety risks from celecoxib can be ruled out.

To have 90 per cent power to rule out this hypothesis when celecoxib truly provides no increase
in CV risk, the trial will need to be of sufficient size so that L = 508 patients in the two arms
have this outcome event. Hence, the trial will follow approximately 7000 randomized patients per
arm for an average of 2+ years. Scenarios A, B, C and D in Figure 6 provide several important
outcomes that might emerge in the trial, with the corresponding interpretation that may be made
regarding this safety outcome.

Scenario E displays a possible outcome had the trial had been designed to provide L = 1000
events in these two arms. While NI would be established in this scenario, nevertheless, there is
an apparent paradox because data also would establish celecoxib to be inferior to naproxen. This
clearly illustrates that establishing NI does not allow one to conclude that EXP is ‘at least as
good as’ STD. Rather, the conclusion established by NI trials is that EXP is not ‘unacceptably
worse’ than STD. In turn, this further illustrates the importance of choosing a sufficiently rigorous
margin that truly represents the smallest difference that would be clinically meaningful. In this
setting, for example, one would need to justify that up to a 33 per cent relative increase in ‘CV
death/MI/stroke’ could be accepted in view of the analgesic effects of celecoxib and its relatively
low level of inducing gastro-intestinal ulceration.

3.4. Ensuring sensitivity to true differences in efficacy between STD and EXP

In any trial, irregularities in quality of trial conduct can lead to biased evaluations of efficacy and
safety. This bias resulting from non-adherence, withdrawals from therapy, missing data, violations
in entry criteria, or other deviations in the protocol, often tend to reduce sensitivity to differences
between regimens. Hence, this can be of greater concern in an NI setting since it would increase the
risk of inappropriately concluding that EXP is not unacceptably worse than STD. The occurrence
of EXP-to-STD cross-ins (i.e. where EXP patients later receive STD) and STD-to-EXP cross-ins in
NI efficacy and NI safety trials is very problematic, particularly if these cross-ins occur relatively
soon after randomization.
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Even in NI trials, intention-to-treat (ITT) analyses have an advantage over ‘per-protocol’ analyses
that are based on excluding from analysis the outcome information generated in patients with
irregularities, since per-protocol analyses fail to maintain the integrity of randomization. Hence,
to increase the sensitivity of ITT analyses to true efficacy differences between EXP and STD,
it is especially important in the NI setting to design and conduct trials in a manner to reduce the
occurrence of these irregularities.

4. SOME CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Complexities inherent in evaluating the benefit-to-risk profile of EXP interventions through NI trials
motivate this study design to be used only when ethics and science dictate it to be necessary. In
order to justify a non-zero margin (i.e. justifying that efficacy can be established with results weaker
than achieving superiority of EXP to STD), the STD must have clinical efficacy of substantial
magnitude that is precisely estimated, with the estimates satisfying the constancy assumption.

Regulatory approval of a drug does not de facto mean that it can serve as an appropriate control
in a future NI trial unless substantial benefit relative to placebo is established in a reliable and
reproducible fashion. It follows that regulatory approval of interventions that have weak evidence
regarding efficacy and safety not only places the clinical community at risk of using treatments
having an unfavourable benefit-to-risk profile, but also makes it more difficult to evaluate and
approve other new promising interventions in that setting since substantial margins cannot be
justified if an NI trial approach is used.

It is especially problematic to obtain reliable evidence about the benefit-to-risk profile of EXP
through an NI trial using surrogate endpoints. To provide reliable evidence of favourable efficacy,
the trial must allow one to rule out that EXP is ‘unacceptably worse’ than STD with respect to a
true clinical efficacy end point, i.e. a measure of tangible benefit to patients such as prolongation
of survival, prevention or relief of disease symptoms, or improvement in functional status. While
it is rare to have sufficient evidence to validate that a treatment effect on a surrogate endpoint
reliably establishes a treatment effect on a clinical efficacy end point, it is even more rare to have
sufficient evidence to determine the amount of loss of treatment effect on the surrogate (the NI
margin when using the surrogate) that would correspond to the amount of loss of effect on the
clinical end point that must be ruled out.

Further exploration of NI trial methodology is needed in several areas. First, whether one
uses the ‘imputed placebo’ or ‘setting the margin’ approach, an improved process is needed that
would achieve a more objective choice of evidence to be used to estimate the efficacy of the
STD regimen, thereby reducing the substantial bias arising currently when study designers make
choices to maximize the impression of efficacy of the STD (and in turn of EXP). Jorgensen
et al. conducted an overview that provides additional evidence of the bias in industry-supported
meta-analyses of drug effects and they reviewed some of methodological considerations used by
the Cochrane reviews in conducting meta-analyses [31]. Second, when irregularities in quality
of trial conduct cannot be prevented, methodological approaches are needed that preserve more
effectively the integrity of randomization than is achieved by the popular ‘per-protocol’ analyses.
Third, it would be valuable to have improved methods to define adjustments to margins to account
for uncertainties about the validity of the constancy assumption. NI trial designs that do not
address these uncertainties, such as using the ‘imputed placebo approach’ or defining a margin
based on inequality (A6) in the Appendix, can result in substantially inflated risks of false-positive
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conclusions. While the ‘95–95’ method in expression (A7) does provide adjustments to the margin
to address the constancy assumption, it is apparent from expression (A8) that this adjustment
is based on the variability of the estimates of treatment effects from the NI trial and the trials
evaluating STD. However, it is bias more than variability that is caused by invalidity of the
constancy assumption. Logically, methods are needed that can guide constancy assumption-related
adjustments to margins based more on the bias in estimates of the effect that STD has in the NI
trial than on the precision of the estimates.

The goal of a clinical development plan should be to determine whether a new intervention
provides an important advance in clinical care. Using NI trials to evaluate interventions not expected
to provide important efficacy or safety advantages over STD introduces substantial risks of eroding
the progress made in benefits delivered by current therapies, especially when NI trials are proposed
that do not have rigorously justified margins. It is tempting in such settings to propose the use
of NI trials having large margins to enable reductions in sample size and increased likelihood
of obtaining a positive efficacy conclusion. However, it is logically inconsistent to judge it to be
clinically acceptable for EXP to have a level of efficacy that could approach being � less than what
is provided by STD if new and more toxic therapies providing increases of smaller magnitude than
� would be viewed to represent clinically important advances. NI trial designs must be implemented
in a rigorous manner to ensure that reliable and interpretable evidence is provided to the clinical
community, and to enhance the likelihood that newly available interventions truly represent a step
ahead rather than a step back in quality of clinical care.

APPENDIX

Consider the setting where one has EXP, STD and placebo regimens. Let the term �ES de-
note the true effect of EXP relative to STD, �SP denote the true effect of STD relative to
placebo, and �EP denote the true effect of EXP relative to placebo. In the specific setting of a
time-to-event outcome evaluated using the Cox regression proportional hazards model, let �EP
be the natural logarithm of the hazard ratio (also called the log relative risk) for EXP relative to
placebo. In the setting of a dichotomous outcome, let �EP be the natural logarithm of the odds
ratio of failure for EXP relative to placebo. The terms �ES and �SP have analogous definitions in
these two settings. Note �ES, �SP and �EP are negative when EXP is more efficacious than STD,
when STD is more efficacious than placebo, and when EXP is more efficacious than placebo,
respectively.

Assume �̂ES is the estimate of �ES obtained using data from the NI trial, and �̂SP is the estimate
of �SP obtained using data from adequate and well-controlled trials evaluating the effect of STD
relative to placebo. As a result, these two estimates are statistically independent. The imputed
placebo approach is based on a natural estimate of the effect of EXP relative to placebo:

�̂EP = �̂ES + �̂SP = �̂ES − �̂PS (A1)

where �̂PS denotes the estimate of the effect of placebo relative to STD. Due to the statistical
independence of the estimates, the variance of the sum is the sum of the variances; i.e.

var �̂EP = var �̂ES + var �̂PS (A2)
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The one-sided (1 − �) per cent confidence interval for �EP using this imputed placebo approach
has upper bound

(�̂ES − �̂PS) + Z1−�(vâr�̂ES + vâr�̂PS)
1/2 (A3)

where Z1−� denotes the 1 − � quantile of the standard normal distribution, so Z1−� = 1.96 in the
common setting when � = 0.025, and where vâr�̂ denotes the estimate of var �̂.

When the hypothesis that �EP = 0 holds, then asymptotically, with probability �,

�̂ES + Z1−�(vâr �̂ES)
1/2 < �̂PS − Z1−�[(vâr �̂ES + vâr �̂PS)

1/2 − (vâr �̂ES)
1/2] (A4)

When EXP preserves more than a proportion p of the effect of STD, then �EP<p�SP and, in turn,

�ES − (1 − p)�PS < 0 (A5)

Following a derivation similar to that above, it follows that when the hypothesis �ES−(1−p)�PS = 0
holds, then asymptotically, with probability �,

�̂ES+Z1−�(vâr �̂ES)
1/2 <(1 − p)�̂PS−Z1−�[(vâr �̂ES+(1 − p)2vâr �̂PS)

1/2−(vâr �̂ES)
1/2] (A6)

If one could presume the validity of the constancy assumption, then the right-hand side of the
inequality in (A6) could be used to formulate the NI margin when one wishes to address whether
EXP preserves more than a proportion p of the effect of STD [32].

To add an adjustment for the uncertainty of the validity of the constancy assumption, the CBER at
FDA introduced the ‘95–95’ method (with its name based on the classical setting where � = 0.025)
for the formulation of the margin. That margin is given by

(1 − p)�̂PS − Z1−�[((1 − p)2vâr �̂PS)
1/2] (A7)

By taking the difference between (A7) and the right-hand side of the inequality in (A6), it follows
that the added adjustment in the margin that is made by the ‘95–95’ method to address the
uncertainty of the validity of the constancy assumption is the non-negative term

Z1−�{[A + B + 2
√
A
√
B]1/2 − [A + B]1/2} (A8)

where A = vâr �̂ES and where B = (1 − p)2 vâr �̂PS.
Note that to obtain a margin for the hazard ratio or odds ratio, the expression in (A7) or on the

right hand side of (A6) must be exponentiated.
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